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Introduction

IOI is the #1 ecosystem for gamers and traders powered by Defi and NFT’s to bring you lifetime rewards, that adds an element of 

gaming to make the trading a fun experience. With IOI, you can trade cryptocurrencies in a different way, where traders may bet 

on themselves and compete against each other in many trading contests, known as races.

IOI, as the #1 ecosystem for gamers and traders, powered by Defi and NFT’s connects cryptocurrency traders. Trading will not be 

boring anymore, it becomes entertaining. Cryptocurrency traders can get in touch and learn from each other following crypto 

portfolios of other traders, who are known as racers, using exciting UI.


Entertaining trading

IOI will utilize elements of gamification to give the complex world of crypto trading a fun and relatable format; a car racing game 

in which the performance of a coin fuels the progress of a race car. Race winners will receive IOI Tokens which they can exchange 

for various features and abilities on the IOI platform in the near future.


IOI was created to provide a wholesale solution for everyone who is interested in crypto trading and wants to learn the business in 

a safe and fun environment. IOI is an interactive social crypto-trading platform that uses elements of gaming to create a relatable 

and easy-to-understand overview of cryptocurrencies and their market performance.

Gaming

Our primary focus will be on two types of customers: 



• Less experienced crypto traders who are interested in the business but cannot fully commit their time to cryptocurrency trading 

and technical analyses. They are users that have an internet-enabled device, are interested in new technologies, use their 

smartphone for at least 3 hours each day, have a positive outlook on cryptocurrencies and are willing to learn new things.



 • More experienced traders who have been successfully trading cryptocurrencies for some time, and are now looking for 

additional sources of income. They are users that make money through crypto trading regularly, are open to new ideas and are 

constantly on the lookout for new sources of income. When casual traders attempt to make sense of cryptocurrency markets, they 

will inevitably come up with questions such as: Who to follow? When to buy? How can I choose the best performing coin? People 

tend to seek the advice of their more experienced peers.

Target audience
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What does IOI provide?

IOI will provide its users with a social crypto trading platform that integrates elements of gamification.  We want traders to enjoy 

the trading and bring them something new, and more exciting.



IOI will help its users to be connected, get verified results and, as a bonus, earn money together with their friends. Nothing in life 

should be boring, and crypto trading shouldn’t be an exception. This is why we gamified daily trading with races. 



Conventional daily trading is the past. Daily trading will take place in different types of races. Just pick your car, fuel it up with your 

best performance coins that will be used as gas, and become the winner of the race. Every day you reach new levels, receive 

ratings and attract new fans who can help you earn more. 



Eventually they can copy your daily trading patterns in races and profit on your wins. Users can make a team and play together. 

There will be daily updates of racers ratings, verified results thanks to our mechanism, signals for teams and transparent payment 

systems thanks to smart contracts, all of which will improve your experience on the IOI platform. 



The IOI platform will not limit itself to the intersection of gambling and blockchain, but will also aim to enter the market of crypto 

portfolio management and trading. We also plan on developing our own API for trading. 



Gaming adventure - trading with cars

IOI offers people to become a part of a network of traders, gamers, and leaders. You can learn from more experienced crypto 

traders and earn money alongside them. We are not just another social trading platform; we represent a revolution in crypto 

trading. Once you join, you will realize that crypto trading can be fun and entertaining. We believe that gamification is the key for 

widespread adoption among potential crypto traders around the world.


Why should beginner traders join IOI?

More experienced traders can become racers and participate in trading contests that are known as races. Racers compete 

against each other by making smart trades and raising their return on investment (ROI). A racer’s rating is calculated based on 

their weekly points.



Why should experienced traders join IOI?

Besides funny trading we definitely want to keep the players on the platform. 



The crypto market is growing extremely fast and we can not be behind. Platform offers plenty of other useful features that will keep 

users on the platform, such as:



• DeFi features


• Liquidity pool rewards


• Staking


• DeFi games – never loose, etc.


• Non custodial wallet access for ETH and TRON


• Nitro wallet


• CeFi functionality



Our goal is to become multi blockchain gaming platform focused on Ethereum and Tron with its own IOI Token with the deflation 

signs. 




Other advanced features
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Global trends such as the long term increase of mobile phone penetration, internet penetration and the proliferation of blockchain 

technologies will provide ideal conditions for IOI’s growth and scalability. 


Market size & specifics

During the 2020, the net volume of all cryptocurrencies being traded within a 24-hour window reaches a value of over $ 55 billion 

USD. Cryptocurrency trading is still dominated by the Bitcoin, but altcoins constantly emerge to chip away the lead and diversify 

the cryptocurrency market. As of December 2020 there are more than 6000 cryptocurrencies listed on 414 exchanges and the 

number is constantly growing. The number of exchanges is also growing due to growing interest in cryptocurrency trading, both in 

number of participating individuals and volume traded. 



There is huge trend of the DEX volume growing with the max of 27 Billion USD in Sepetember 2020, especially on the Uniswap 

platform where the traders do not need to do KYC and have the cryptocurrency in their wallets. Hence this decreases the hacking 

risks since there is no third party involved, but smartcontract.  See the chart below.

The rising popularity of crypto portfolio applications such as Delta and Blockfolio points to a large market of smartphone- based 

customers. These are of particular interest to companies targeting the younger generations, as Generation Z (born after 2000) and 

Millennials (born between 1985 – 1999), who spend an average of 4 hours and 38 minutes on on internet-connected smartphones 

every single day. Distrust of large banks and a fear of recession have made cryptocurrencies a popular investment among the 

younger generation. A 2019 poll published by eToro found that 40% of millennials (i.e. young people born in the period 1980-1994) 

preferred cryptocurrencies as a safe haven investment. This is also positive sign from macro point of view.


The cryptocurrency trading market

The global online gaming market is a fast-growing industry that is expected to reach a total value of USD 87.75 billion by 2024. It is a 

highly profitable and scalable business that will keep growing rapidly at an expected compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 

9.8% in the upcoming 5 years. Online gaming can be accessed by anyone with an internet connected device. Each day, about 1 

million new internet users come online. Further increasing the number of potential online gamers, yet there are still 3.2 billion 

people who lack internet access, allowing this growth trend to continue well into the future. However, the online gaming industry 

faces many unanswered issues.  



The online gaming market has also bright future ahead and is expected to reach a total value of USD 180 billion by 2021 as 

indicated in the chart.

The gaming market
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Trust in conventional lottery organizers has been eroded through scandals as well as a lack of transparency that has been present 

since the game’s inception. There is an overall negative perception due to perceived unfairness, security issues, lack of 

transparency, lack of social character, skewed odds, high fees and low returns. As transparency, security and trust are the 

signature features of blockchain technology, it may provide an excellent solution to the challenges of online gaming. Blockchain 

itself is a large and rapidly growing industry. Forecasts suggest that the value of the global blockchain technology market will grow 

to over $60.7 billion by 2024. 



The popularization of the internet led to an exponential increase in the size of the global gaming market by creating an entire new 

sector; online gaming. Blockchain may prove to be a similar technological catalyst for the global gaming industry.



Gaming and cryptocurrencies have a significant overlap in their audiences. A 2019 Rutgers University study on gamers (defined as 

gaming at least once a month) found that more than half of the 897 respondents had traded cryptocurrencies in the past year. 

Cryptocurrency day trading offers a high risk/high reward form of investment which coincides with the entertainment offered by 

online gambling. The study claimed that “cryptocurrency trading is similar to gaming but anonymous, unregulated and available 

24/7”.

Online gaming and cryptocurrency trading

The establishment of blockchain as a standard commercial technology will remove even more barriers to markets in developing 

countries. Services that will accept cryptocurrencies as a form of payment will be more inclusive as they can offer their services to 

the global unbanked segment (1.7 billion people). Of these 1.7 billion adults, two-thirds own a mobile phone that can be used to 

access the IOI platform. Global drivers such as increased internet penetration, mobile and PC ownership, and the increased 

adoption of cryptocurrencies point towards greater demand for all- digital gaming platform that overcomes current customer 

issues such as lack of trust and requirements for personal information. 


Opportunity
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It is not just revenue that makes gaming market an huge opportunity, but with total of 2,6 Billion players forecasting, in 2021 every 

third person will become a gamer.
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Blockchain technology can also tap into new market segments, most notably the global segment of 1.1 billion smartphone users 

who remain unbanked, as well as various regional markets with restrictive legislation. Games based on smart contracts would 

offer an automated, secure and transparent platform for this form of gambling. 



The increasing focus on investment in new web 3.0 technologies such as blockchain, the improving societal perception of online 

gaming, and the emergence of new audiences via the internet will continue to improve the already excellent market conditions 

ideal for a platform such as IOI. The growth of the global online gaming and gaming market will be accelerated by a global 

increase in per capita income, adoption of new technologies, growing interest in alternative means of income and the rise of 

cryptocurrency payment systems:

While there is a large amount of cryptocurrency exchanges, there is little variety despite the DEX grow and most new exchanges 

differ marginally from established ones. Exchanges tend to follow the same blueprint and target the exact same audience. Online 

gaming, like any form of gaming, can be manipulated against its participants, despite the high degree of scrutiny claimed by the 

organizers. Due to the high degree of centralization, organizers wield a considerable amount of power that is liable to abuse due to 

the current lack of transparency. Blockchain is a solution that offers a high degree of transparency. Blockchain minimizes the 

amount of trust required by a single actor by distributing it across a network of peers.

Current issues

The IOI platform is aiming to become a multiblockchain platform powered by Matic with the same functionalities still runing on the 

TRON Network.



This decision has taken some time and frankly, we admit it appeared in the moment that nobody had expected.  As you probably 

think we have chosen this platform because of the scalability and speed of transactions, it is not completely true and the only 

reason.



Ethereum is the second largest blockchain platform. However, it has well known scalability constraints as the congestion crisis 

continues to cause slow and expensive transactions due to the DeFi growth. Matic Network is a leading Layer 2 scaling solution for 

Ethereum, which can eliminate the current network issues.



As a team we are experienced in the blockchain field and we are aware of the three elements triangle which are usually hard to 

fulfill.

We think that Matic is one of the best solution on the market that can follow these elements nowadays. Decentralized apps are 

making huge progress but current blockchain ecosystem is not prepared to scale as per demand. As a Layer 2 sidechain for 

Ethereum network, it is a perfect match. The issues of slow block confirmations and high gas fees need to be solved before we 

target the mass adoption. Scalability is realized by using a decentralized Plasma operator mechanism with finality achieved on the 

main chain and it can scale up to millions of transactions. 



Matic network brings massive scale to Ethereum using adjusted version of Plasma with Proof of Stake based side chains. As 

mentioned above, Matic chain operators are themselves Stakers and Delegates in Proof of Stake system.

Multiblockchain platform
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The IOI Game will  also operate as a Validator node on the Matic network , maintaining the security and efficiency of the Matic 

network for over 80+ DApps.



The security is significant feature required and Matic uses account based variant of More Viable Plasma to guarantee the security 

of assets on the main-chain and it ensures also the security of generic transactions by a decentralized network of Proof of Stake 

validators.

You have probably heard the expression “Killer app” in the connection with Ethereum many times. We are sure and strongly believe 

that the “Ethereum Killer App”  is wrong attitude and the only way is to adjust and be interoperabile. That is why we have also 

chosen Matic that is built on Ethereum and moreover has asset interoperability trait hence assets on different sidechains across 

various blokchain will made inter- operable in the near future.



Once this happens, you can expect IOI to support numerous prominent blockchains and the tokens that exist on those networks. 

This will be in perfect match with our mission to converge blockchain and gaming, trading.

Interoperability

As you know, there are many technically perfect projects with sufficient human and financial resources, but there is one key point 

that is missing - and that is a community. Every project need to solve a problem and needs people to use it since without 

community and people, it is almost useless. This is a very important reason, for which why we used Matic Network - because the 

community working and using the Ethereum network is huge. Matic provides increased scope for collaboration, development tools 

and future use cases.


Community
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D E F I

Liquidity mining

C E F I

Trading strategies

W A L L E T

Google pay

G A M E

Nr. 1 on Tron blockchain

IOI Ecosystem

Tokenomics is the science of the token economy which can also be compared to a monetary policy in the micro economy scale, 

enabled by the blockchain network. 



Any company can now set up a list of internal rules using their own token in decentralized manner to manage the company, also 

by their products users or customers. It enables incentives to be directly coded into distributed systems.



Hence tokenomics literally takes the monetary role of central banks in different scale, applying the tokenometrics as specific token 

rules. 



This notion basically consist of the three main areas following by token creation, distribution or whole management, and removal 

or burning.



We need to emphasize that tokenomics is the key indicator in the crypto industry, and one of the decision point for future investors, 

opening them bigger possibilities not recognized in the financial world, up to now. It is also a matter of transparency and without a 

clear token rules, your otherwise perfect business ideas can become obsolete.



Our goal is the adoption of blockchain technology by leveraging the potential of token economy, through utility and value creation 

for network participants, such as gamers and traders who are well equipped to understand virtual economies.


Tokenomics and Tokenometrics

• Utility – paying for services inside the blockchain ecosystem


• Deflationary model – reducing the growth of supply  (Bitcoin)


• Inflationary model – increasing the supply 


• Dual model -  utility and deflationary (inflationary)

Types of Tokenomics

The token is needed in order to power the tokenomics and whole ecosystem.  We at IOI gaming have our own token running on the 

Matic blokchain with the main features as follows:



• Deflationary multi utility gaming token


• Utilising Matic blockchain with the very low fees with some functionality still on Tron


• No network congestion 


• Holding the token unlock the trading strategies up to 36 % p.a.


• Featured with DeFi and burning functions up 3x of the new monthly supply


• Dividend pool share and governance rights

IOI Token
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Deflationary multi utility feature of the token is the key property we want to maintain. This is the long term game in general and the 

team’s priority is the stable value of the token with the appreciation trend. There is no interest for any pump and dump short term 

games, and to enhance this function, we added the deflationary feature decreasing the supply, and offsetting it as adding more 

utility for players to increase the demand. You can observe the final burning calculation with the total token supply plan further in 

this whitepaper.



Matic is one of the most progressive layer two ethereum blockchain solution on the market nowadays. There many projects joining 

Matic every day. The goal is to cover the market and meet the player needs as wide as possible. That’s why we chose Matic as 

explained also further but maintain some feature in Tron as multi blockchain platform.



The priority of the IOI platform is to bring the joy while playing the games and really bring some fun into the otherwise maybe 

boring and stressful trading. 



We understand this and will definitely focus here. But we would like to bring and create something huge and exceptional for the 

crypto community. Would you imagine enjoying playing and getting rewards under the hood of one platform? This is exactly our 

idea, which we’re going to bring you thanks to out partnerships.

Since we are mainly a gaming platform, the top utility of the IOI token is gaming and with the token you can participate on the 

following activities:



• Play various IOI races 


• Purchase more cars as NFTs   – to increase winning chance 


• Holding 1 000 IOI tokens entitles you to a share of the 10% dividend pool distribution


• Holding 10 000 IOI tokens entitles you to get a share of the 90% dividend pool distribution


• Holding 1 000 IOT tokens enables you to get 24 % APY from trading pool paid out daily


• Holding 10 000 IOT tokens enables you to get 36 % APY from trading pool paid out daily


• Access to never loose game – gas station


• Holding IOI token you have also access to various games and also staking as per the table below

The IOI token is like the fuel for the cars and holding it can bring you other various benefits.

Token utility
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Summary of IOI token utility benefits

Token 

holdings
Games access

Staking ( active ) 

APY

Trading pool 

reward APY

Dividend 

pool share
Own team

Team 

membership

100 6% 12%

24%

yes

yes

yes

10%

24%

36%

500 TRX

500 TRX

500 TRX

Free

10%

90%

12%

18%

24%

1.000

5.000

10.000 +

1x access to IOI tournament 


& Wednesday race

2x access to IOI tournament 

& Wednesday race

3x access to IOI tournament 

& Wednesday race

4x access to IOI tournament 

& Wednesday race



Depending on how many TRX are used on the platform, a bonus IOI token is generated for the user. Purchase of IOI tokens on the 

platform is not included in use. Example: In Level 1, each user will generate a bonus of  ONE IOI token using every minimum of 1000 

TRX. When a cumulative 1 million IOI tokens are used on the platform, Level 2 rules of 4 million IOI tokens become applicable, as 

shown in the attached table.

IOI Token mining

IOI is a blockchain - based cryptocurrency social trading platform. You can trade cryptocurrencies, track your portfolio, learn 

valuable insights from other traders, copy the cryptocurrency trading of experienced traders (racers) or become a racer. IOI 

intends to be the most enjoyable way of trading, tracking and growing your cryptocurrency investments. Users will be able to 

participate in social trading with other crypto traders, copying their trades and making the best trades alongside them. Fans and 

racers may participate in races. 

Gaming

The race is a cryptocurrency trading contest in which two or more traders compete against each other using their racing cars, the 

goal being to accumulate a certain total value through cryptocurrency day-trading.

Races
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Level Used TRX IOI token volume

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.000 1.000.000

1.100

1.200

1.300

1.400

4.000.000

5.000.000

5.000.000

5.000.000



2. Choose three cryptocurrencies from our list and analyze

3. Play the game and enjoy the winnings
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1. Pick the car

How to play the game



Free race starts every 2 minutes and is considered as an onboarding game and a tutorial. It is limited up to 200 players per one 

round race.



The first 50 players split the price pool of 1 IOI according to this table and you can join with maximum 5 cars.

Free race

The free tournament is also a part of the free races. There are 10 qualification rounds where you are collecting points according to 

the table below.



The first 50 players split the price pool of 2 TRX according to this table and you can join with maximum 5 cars.

Accept the challenge, take your racing to the next level, act like a champ and become a winner. This is the tournament for the best 

of the best. Guaranteed largest prize pool ever is waiting for the champion at the end of the tournament. The race starts every 

hour and you will go through 10 mad races to collect points. The best 10 racers advance into the next level where another 9 rounds 

of madness are waiting for them to prove their skills. After every race is one racer out and this phase-out will reveal only three true 

winners that will receive the tickets for the paid tournament with prize pool possibility. The minimum amount of participants to 

start a tournament is 10. 

Free tournament

Free races
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11

0.5

2

0.2

3

0.1

4

0.1

5

0.1

6

0.05

7

0.05

8

0.05

9

0.05

10

0.05

11

0.04

12

0.04

13

0.04

14

0.04

15

0.04

16

0.03

17

0.03

18

0.03

19

0.03

20

0.03

21

0.02

22

0.02

23

0.02

24

0.02

25

0.02

26

0.02

27

0.02

28

0.02

29

0.02

30

0.02

31

0.01

32

0.01

33

0.01

34

0.01

35

0.01

46

0.01

47

0.01

48

0.01

49

0.01

50

0.01

36

0.01

37

0.01

38

0.01

39

0.01

40

0.01

41

0.01

42

0.01

43

0.01

44

0.01

45

0.01

Racers receive points by this key: 

Position

Points

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th

25 18 15 12 10 8 6 4 2 1



This race starts every Wendesday at 15.00  CET and winning price is 10.000 TRX. You can increase your wining chance adding more 

cars to the race with the condition of holding IOI Token according the rules:



• Hold 100 IOI tokens – 1 car 


• Hold 1000 IOI tokens– 2 cars 


• Hold 5000 IOI tokens – 3 cars


• Hold 10 000 IOI tokens – 4 cars

Wednesday race

This race also starts every hour with the price pool of 10 TRX.  You can increase your wining chance adding more cars to the race 

with the condition of holding IOI Token according the rules:



• Hold 100 IOI tokens – 1 car 


• Hold 1000 IOI tokens– 2 cars 


• Hold 5000 IOI tokens – 3 cars


• Hold 10 000 IOI tokens – 4 cars

IOI Tournament
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We have two categories of paid races whereas you can enter with IOI tokens or TRX token. We will soon add ETH.

10 TRX - You can participate in this race for a bet of 10 TRX to win up to 1,000 TRX which is 100 times more! Your car speed will depend 

on the performance of chosen crypto to fuel up with. Either give it a go like a pro, predict market and fuel up yourself or use the 

automatic function to fuel up with just one click. More cars you have in one race, a better chance to win you get. 


Duration is 30 seconds.



50 TRX - You can participate in this race for a bet of 50 TRX to win up to 5,000 TRX which is 100 times more! Your car speed will 

depend on the performance of chosen crypto to fuel up with. Either give it a go like a pro, predict market and fuel up yourself or use 

the automatic function to fuel up with just one click. More cars you have in one race, a better chance to win you get.


Duration is 30 seconds.



100 TRX - You can participate in this race for a bet of 100 TRX to win up to 10,000 TRX which is 100 times more! Your car speed will 

depend on the performance of chosen crypto to fuel up with. Either give it a go like a pro, predict market and fuel up yourself or use 

the automatic function to fuel up with just one click. More cars you have in one race, a better chance to win you get.


Duration is 30 seconds.




500 TRX - You can participate in this race for a bet of 500 TRX to win up to 50,000 TRX which is 100 times more! Your car speed will 

depend on the performance of chosen crypto to fuel up with. Either give it a go like a pro, predict market and fuel up yourself or use 

the automatic function to fuel up with just one click. More cars you have in one race, a better chance to win you get.


Duration is 30 seconds.



1000 TRX - You can participate in this race for a bet of 1000 TRX to win up to 100,000 TRX which is 100 times more! Your car speed will 

depend on the performance of chosen crypto to fuel up with. Either give it a go like a pro, predict market and fuel up yourself or use 

the automatic function to fuel up with just one click. More cars you have in one race, a better chance to win you get.


Duration is 30 seconds.




Tron races

Paid races

Beat the police cop. You can choose your diffulty level to compete with the one, two or three police man and multiply your bet 1X, 

2X or 3X. The cop are trading bots from IOI trading platform.



More races to come – ambulance, fire, james bond, high score or VS.


Police race

Adventure races
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1 IOI - You can participate in this race for a bet of 1 IOI to win up to 100 IOI which is 100 times more! Your car speed will depend on the 

performance of chosen crypto to fuel up with. Either give it a go like a pro, predict market and fuel up yourself or use the automatic 

function to fuel up with just one click. More cars you have in one race, a better chance to win you get. Duration 30 seconds.



3 IOI - You can participate in this race for a bet of 3 IOI to win up to 300 IOI which is 100 times more! Your car speed will depend on 

the performance of chosen crypto to fuel up with. Either give it a go like a pro, predict market and fuel up yourself or use the 

automatic function to fuel up with just one click. More cars you have in one race, a better chance to win you get. 


Duration 30 seconds.



5 IOI - You can participate in this race for a bet of 5 IOI to win up to 500 IOI which is 100 times more! Your car speed will depend on 

the performance of chosen crypto to fuel up with. Either give it a go like a pro, predict market and fuel up yourself or use the 

automatic function to fuel up with just one click. More cars you have in one race, a better chance to win you get. 


Duration 30 seconds.

IOI Races
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This is a split between bonuses for you and development to provide cool new features on the platform – 20%





•   5% Development and marketing


•   5% Team bonus 


•   5% IOI token holders


•   3% Jackpot and bonuses


•   2% Affiliate partners




This is split between active racers as shown in the table below 80%



Prize pool rules
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Racers

1st

2-4 5-7 8-12 13-18 19+

100% 65% 50% 40% 40%

2nd

3rd

35% 30% 30% 23%

16%

12%

9%

20% 20%

4th 10%

5th

Split between active racers



Join or create the team and achieve an TOP 10 position with your teammates in the race  and get a team bonus. To own the team, 

you need to hold 1000 IOI tokens, invite new users to your team and create a real following. Team membership is valid 

automatically from the 1st day of the month.



Create your dream team and share profits with family and friends. Help every one to achieve the top 10 in position in the race and 

get team points. The top 3 teams split 5 % of the total platform turnover as their bonus.

Thanks to the membership in the team there is an open chance to get a share of 5% of the monthly turnover of the bets on the 

platform.



Team membership gives you the ability to play for a share of the 5% team bonus based on the monthly betting turnover



Team bonus will be paid out once a month according to the bellow rule:


Top 10 players in each team will receive a bonus according to the bellow table:



Team bonus

Team
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Top 10 player bonus in each team

Place

% Racer of 

the month

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th

30% 20% 10% 8% 7% 6% 5% 4% 3% 2%

1st team receives 50% 2nd team receives 30% 3rd team receives 20%



1. Register for free or download the Google play app in order to get 10 IOI tokens



2 . Play for free in daily tasks to get more IOI tokens

How to earn on IOI platform

• Play a free race to get 1 IOI


• Make two referrals to get 1 IOI


• Play 10X a 10 TRX game to get 1 IOI


• Play 5X a 100 TRX game to get 3 IOI


• Play A 500 TRX game 5X to get 5 IOI


• Play A 1000 TRX game to get 1 IOI


• Deposit 1 000 TRX to get 1 IOI


• Play a golden race to get 5 IOI


• Play a tournament to get 1 IOI



3. Play paid races in IOI or TRX to multiple your portfolio



4. Join the team as premium member for the 500 TRX to get 5 % shares from dividend pool in TRX. You can get discount 10 - 30 % if 

you pay quarterly or yearly. You can choose to be the team member of the TRX or IOI team, and we will add more in the future. You 

can chat with other team members inside the team chat and you also have advantage of premium fuel ( top three performance 

coin on the market in the last ten minutes ). You can also join the team as a free member, but you wont get any advantages.



5. Garage – you can buy or rent various collectible cars. The collectible cars are the first passive income NFTs with limited number 

of pieces 20.000 as calculated in the table below. You can earn them for the volume made on the platform in TRX. 

Daily tasks
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Car tiers

Car supply

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

35.000 23.000 16.000 14.000 12.000 11.000 10.000 9.000 8.000 7.000

11 12

6.000 5.500

Car tiers

Car supply

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

5000 4800 4400 4200 4000 3800 3400 3200 3000 2800

23 24

2500 2400

Cars

Total supply 200.000



You can purchase more cars to increase your winning chance. Each car has its value which will increase over time, as we are 

going to make the cars as NFTs, or non fungible tokens on the blockchain as well. 



Use IOI Tokens to purchase cars and unlock the limited series cars. They can be personalized and become unique, hence it will add 

value so that the player can sell them later for a profit on the NFTs open market.



The player has a choice to park the car in his own garage and make extra deposit and enjoy profit similar to a renting the car on 

the daily basis up to 0,05 %.


Collectible cars and NFTs
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We have four editions of cars – bronze, silver, gold and platinum. You can buy six cars in each edition and after you complete one 

edition you get one car for free.

- with the car bonus you get 100% higher rewards paid out monthly with the condition of the races participated in a month, as 

stated in the table


- the price for the bonus car is in the value of the whole edition


- with the bonus you double the rewards


- each car has limited number of pieces

Collectibles cars benefits:



- you can use more cars in the same race and increase your winning chance


- car staking up 24 % APY as indicated in summary table below 


- cars in value range 100 - 1000 IOI get 6% APY, cars in value range 1000-5000 IOI get 12% APY, cars in value range 5000-10 000 IOI get 

18% APY, cars in value range above 10 000 IOI get 24% APY


- staking rewards are paid in IOI token


- get one bonus car for free once you buy the complete edition and get staking reward according to the table below


- you can sell the cars for the profit on the NFTs market or hold long them long term in the future

The dividends are paid out once per month and you need to be an IOI Token holder to receive them.



Dividends are a public platform’s net profit pool in the currencies TRX and IOI. Watch the dividend pool getting filled in a real time 

and see the history of dividends distribution.



As we mentioned already - you need to hold 1000 IOI tokens to get 10 % from IOI pool and 10000 IOI tokens to get 90 % from IOI pool.



The pools are filled with two main sources: 

TRX pool



•  5% from pain TRX games


•  50% from each paid team membership

IOI pool



•  10% from IOI games


•  50% from sold or rented cars

Dividend pool
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Level Name

Total price 

for collectible 

cars of 6 pcs

Bonus 

car value

NFT staking profit 

per edition 

without bonus car

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 4

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Platinum

1.800

3.000

4.800

7.800

1.800

3.000

4.800

7.800

0.60

1.50

3.20

5.19

NFT staking profit 

per edition with 

bonus car

1.20

3.00

6.39

10.39

Staking all 

together daily in 

IOI tokens

Races to 

receive bonus 

rewards

1.20

4.20

10.59

20.96

30

50

80

100

Earn 5% of all TRX that has been 

used across the whole game

Earn 10% of all IOI that has been 

used across the whole game
5% 10%



This is the unique feature not only for gamers but also gamblers with the very hot exception.  The winning odds in the normal 

lottery are very low and loss is almost guaranteed for every participant. 



We have changed the approach here and want our players to stay and come back. 



The prize pool does not contain all the deposits but only the profit made on them and that’s why you never loose and only win. 



This is a weekly game and there is a final drawing every Saturday at 12 CET.

Gas station

Racers move to higher levels as they spend money on bets on the IOI platform.


•  BEGINNER (level 1) has placed bets totalling at least 499 TRX.


•  ROOKIE (level 2) has placed bets totalling 500 TRX to 9.999 TRX. Has to enter at least 1 paid race per


week to maintain this level.


•  PRO (level 3) has placed bets totalling at 10.000 TRX to 49.999 TRX. Has to enter at least 2 paid races


per week to maintain this level.


•  LEGENDARY (level 4) has placed bets totalling at least 50.000 TRX.


•  Has to enter at least 3 paid races per week to maintain this level



LEVEL REWARDS



1.2) If your affiliate partner spends TRX on races you will get TRX according to your level



•  LVL1 YOU GET 0.5% FROM IN TRX SPENT


•  LVL2 YOU GET 1% FROM TRX SPENT


•  LVL3 YOU GET 1.5% FROM TRX SPENT


•  LVL4 YOU GET 2% FROM  TRX SPENT



As a part of future development we plan to add more games like binary options.

Affiliate levels

Since we would like to meet all the customers needs besides the DeFI features we have incorporated the CeFi ones partnered with 

Zizzy Group. We are basically offering two ways how the customer can participate on the advanced trading strategies. You can 

lock each profit from platform using this function with minimum of 5 000 TRX deposited.



• Holding 1000 IOI – 24 % APY


• Holding 10 000 IOI – 36 % APY


• Dividend pool share in case of higher profits

CeFi - Centralized Finance

The crypto industry is doing huge steps ahead and there is big financial and human resources inflow which proves bright future for 

blockchain companies.



The hottest topic nowadays is DeFi – decentralized finance or banking without banks or intermediaries.  We have experienced 

almost 15x growth from 1 to 15 mld USD of the value locked  in the DeFi projects in 2020 and this is just an beginning.  Our IOI token is 

also featured with the DeFi functions as follows:



• Active staking enabled on the platform (play & stake)


• Liqudity pool rewards


• Uniswap DEX listing


• Non custodial wallet access via Metamask and Tronlink


• New feature as per the market development


DeFi - Decentralized Finance
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We have built in multi-chain digital wallet which enables management and use of digital assets without the requirement for 

third-party browse extensions. Wallet enables direct token transactions and use for payments. 



The name of the wallet is NITRO and it brings you access also to staking. The wallet is available for desktop and Google play mobile 

version.



We’re bringing the unique crypto and investment Nitro wallet on the Google Play and App store coming soon completely for free!



Nitro wallet is a new standard. Not only your assets, or basic overview. We are bringing you lot more.



•  Multi deposit – we got you covered with 6 coin options and all main fiat currencies


•  Real – time info – our trading feed comes from 120 exchanges for reliability and accurancy


•  World class analytics – learn how to analyze markets with Tradingview tool integrated


•  Daily profit – Invest and get paid every single day


•  Make 10 % as a referral commission 

Custom Nitro wallet
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Interest pool informations

Daily Dividend and Stake income

Your portfolio overview



The total token supply of 100 Mil tokens is distributed as with the following notes important to be mentioned.



•  the team tokens are locked by smart contract for a specific time schedule


•  the public sale on the DEX exchange is forecasted as per the roadmap


•  current circulating supply is up to 1 mil tokens with the monthly increase by 200 000 tokens consist of gaming rewards, bonuses •  

•  and staking rewards 


•  the monthly new supply ration depends on the platform usage and is offset by the burning plan


•  liquidity pool will be the part of the DEX listing as part of the DeFi plan

Token supply

Ecosystem incentives

7 2 %

20.12.2021

Ecosystem incentives Time lock for team

20.12.202

20.12.2023

20.12.2024

Token supply

Burning plan

75%

Registration bonus

1%

Staking

24%

100 000 000 IOI

Founders & seed investors with a timelock

1 5 %

Advisors,exchanges & partnerships

5 %

Private sale

2 %

Public sale

3 %

Reserve

3 %
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IOI Game team has decided to choose the dual token structure with utility and deflationary traits.



Regarding the deflationary function we are going to follow these principles. 



•  Decreasing supply means price appreciation


•  The idea is to burn 3x of the monthly new supply related only to staking and gaming


•  Currently new 140 000 tokens monthly as bonuses for gaming, staking etc.


•  More you play more you gain


•  The plan is to decrease the final token supply from 100 mil to 40 milion 


•  Growth of the game participants more than 10x in four years


•  Burning ratio adjustable with IOI holders governance rights


•  Burning but sustaining token liquidity



Deflationary burning mechanisms provide value to the IOI token through reducing the overall supply. The effect of these 

mechanisms is enhanced as the number of users increase and platform activity grows. 



Naturally, we will see incentive mechanisms play a complementary role with the aim of encouraging users to interact with these 

smart contracts and features, further increasing demand and enhancing the deflationary effect.



This is the burning plan for the next 4 years whereas we are planning to burn almost 60 % of the total supply and decrease the 

supply from 100 million down to almost 40 mil tokens as indicated below.

Burning mechanism
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in circulation monthly

1 0 0 k

How does IOI token get into circulation?

• playing TRX games to mine • private sales

• registration bonuses

• space for burning

• staking IOI

• Daily tasks

• listing on Dex - liquidity

Burning principles of IOI token

• decreasing supply - appreciation of price

• proposal is to burn 3x of the monthly token growth

• there is 140k new tokens monthly currently

• win win for players and investors

• the more you play, the more you gain

• token will last up to 10 years with 10x players

being burned monthly

3 0 0 k
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Circulating supply and burning effect

0 IOI burned

S U M M A R Y

100,000,000 IOI tokens

A L L  T O K E N S

4,320,000 IOI burned

S U M M A R Y

95,680,000 IOI tokens

A L L  T O K E N S

8,640,000 IOI burned

S U M M A R Y

87,040,000 IOI tokens

A L L  T O K E N S

17,280,000 IOI burned

S U M M A R Y

69,760,000 IOI tokens

A L L  T O K E N S

28,800,000 IOI burned

S U M M A R Y

40,960,000 IOI tokens

A L L  T O K E N S
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200.000 pieces



IOI is working with its legal partners so that it can comply with regulations from around the world and avoid any possible law 

breaking. IOI has had several consultations with authorities and commission and it can receive required documents in order to 

achieve its goal. That is, why IOI has established a company in Curacao that applied for an online gambling licence with a 

subsidiary in Cyprus. Regarding this structure, IOI can receive a global online gambling licence. This excludes the USA, as it is 

prohibited by the federal law. For this purposes IOI and all mechanisms have to be clearly specified, proved and protected against 

any possible fraud, hack, or any other harmful act that could cause any kind of problems for its users or IOI.


IOI promises to behave transparently. Thanks to blockchain, all transactions are auditable at all times. IOI will hire an external audit 

company that will take care of all audit duties related to the object of its business.


For all traditional payment services (VISA, MasterCard, Qiwi, PayPal, WebMoney, mobile message payments etc.) for users from EU 

IOIwill use its subsidiary in Cyprus. IOI will exclude all U.S. located contributors from its funding plan. Periodicity of licensing: 1 year.

Legal

PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. THIS DOCUMENT IS CREATED SOLELY FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ABOUT THE IOI 

PROJECT. NOTHING IN THIS WHITE PAPER CONSTITUTES, OR IS INTENDED TO BE CONSTRUED AS, AN OFFER TO ISSUE, ALLOT, SELL, OR 

OTHERWISE TRANSFER, OR AN INVITATION, ADVERTISEMENT, SOLICITATION, RECOMMENDATION, ADVICE, OR INDUCEMENT TO INVEST IN OR 

MAKE A COMMITMENT TO INVEST IN, ANY SECURITIES, OPTIONS, OTHER FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS OR OTHER ASSETS, WHATSOEVER. THIS 

DOCUMENT IS NOT INTENDED TO GIVE AND DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY SORT OF PERSONAL, LEGAL OR FINANCIAL ADVICE. IT IS HIGHLY 

RECOMMENDED TO CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL AND FINANCIAL EXPERTS FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE.



1. The main goal of this White Paper – introduce the IOI Project and tokens to the potential token-holders and users.



2. The information set forth below cannot be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of contractual relations. Its sole purpose 

– provide relevant and up-to-date information about the IOI Project and the team behind the project to the potential 

token-holders in order to determine whether to conduct a more thorough analysis about the Project with the intention to purchase 

tokens.



3. Although this White Paper aims to provide the most relevant and accurate information, the information set forth in this 

document is only intended to provide general and preliminary information to the potential token-holders and shall not be 

construed as the basis of any investment decision or strategy. This document in no way constitutes professional advice.



4. Nothing in this White Paper can be considered or construed as forming part of the Prospectus of


any kind. The information provided in this document has no relation to the securities offering in any jurisdiction. This document is 

not made in accordance with the laws or regulations of any jurisdiction since it carries the informational purpose only and is not, 

therefore, subject to the laws and regulations designed to protect investors.



5. IOI Token is only intended for private sale in jurisdictions where no securities regulatory regime has been imposed on tokens by 

authorized governmental bodies. Potential investors from the abovementioned jurisdictions may purchase IOI Tokens via private 

deal in accordance with the IOI Token Sale Agreement and this White Paper.



6. IOI token is not intended for sale or use in any jurisdiction where the sale or the use of digital tokens is prohibited. For persons 

from such jurisdictions, this White Paper is for informational purposes only. The company reserves the right to conduct a 

verification procedure in accordance with IOI AML/KYC Policy. For more information on the jurisdictions that are excluded or 

restricted from the public token sale, please refer to the IOI token Sale Agreement that can be delivered after request. The list of 

prohibited countries residents can be found also in Legal part of this document. Please read the IOI Token Sale Agreement carefully 

before purchasing any IOI tokens. 



7. IOI token does not give and cannot be construed to give any financial, legal or other rights in any form apart from the rights 

expressly de ned in the Token Sale Agreement. In case of differences in the IOI token definition in the White Paper and the Token 

Sale Agreement, the Token Sale Agreement definition shall prevail.



Legal disclaimer
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8. The risk of investing in tokens is high given the unstable regulatory frameworks, market volatility and fluctuations. Thus, only 

investors that have a sound understanding of the way crypto industry operates and those that have read the risk warning 

contained in the Token Sale Agreement, the latest version of which can be accessed on request, should purchase IOI tokens.



9. Some of the statements in the White Paper include forward-looking statements which reflect the Company’s and/or the 

Directors’ current views with respect to financial performance, business strategy and future plans, both with respect to the sectors 

and industries in which the Company operates. Statements which include the words “expects”, “intends”, “plans”, “believes”, 

“projects”, “anticipates”, “will”, “targets”, “aims”, “may”, “would”, “could”, “continue” and similar statements are of a future or 

forward-looking nature. Such forward-looking statements or information include known and unknown risks and uncertainties, 

which can lead to the situation when the actual events or results materially differ from the statements and estimates implied or 

expressed in such forward-looking statements.



10. All forward-looking statements address matters that involve risks and uncertainties. Accordingly, there are or will be important 

factors that could cause the Company’s actual results to differ materially from those indicated in these statements. These factors 

include but are not limited to those described in


the part containing risk warnings in the Token Sale, which should be read in conjunction with the other cautionary statements that 

are included in the Token Sale Agreement. Any forward-looking statements in the White Paper respect the Company’s current 

views with respect to future events and are subject to these and other risks, uncertainties and assumptions relating to the 

Company’s operations, results of operations and growth strategy.



11. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of the latest uploaded version of the White Paper in English. The 

Company with all rights to IOI undertakes no obligation publicly to update or


review any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise. All subsequent 

written and oral forward-looking statements attributable to the Company or individuals acting on behalf of the Company are 

expressly qualified in their entirety by this paragraph. Prospective token-holders should specifically consider the factors identified 

in the Token Sale Agreement which could cause actual results to differ before making an investment decision to purchase IOI 

Tokens.



12. This White Paper can be amended at any time to provide more detailed information or reject some changed circumstances. In 

such cases, the latest version of the document shall prevail over the older version. The Company does not undertake to notify of 

any changes. The latest version of the document can be accessed via our website www.ioi-game.com.



13. Although we make every effort to ensure that the latest version of the White Paper uploaded on the website is relevant and 

accurate, you must not rely on the information provided in this document as an alternative to the qualified professional advice 

from the third party.



14. If you have any special questions about any legal, financial, taxation or other issues, you should consult an appropriately 

qualified professional.



15. This document in the English version is the main official source of information about the IOI Project.



16. Information contained in this document may, from time to time, be translated into other languages or used in writing or verbally 

to communicate with the existing or potential clients, partners etc. In case there is a conflict or inconsistencies between the 

translated versions and the official document in English, the provisions contained in an official document in English shall prevail.18. 

The IOI company will not be liable to you in respect of any business losses, including without limitation loss of or damage to profits, 

income, revenue, use, production, anticipated savings, business, contracts, commercial opportunities or goodwill that may arise 

directly or indirectly from the document.
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